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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF VISUAL FLIGHT DISPLAY DYNAMIC LAGS ON
THE TRACKING PERFORMANCE IN A FIXED-BASE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
by
Earl F. Weener
This report presents the results of an experimnental study of
the effects of visual display dynamics on the altitude tracking perform-
ance of a subject in a fixed-base flight simulator. The subject, flying
the linearized longitudinal equations-of-motion, attempted to maintain
the same altitude as two airplanes positioned three-hundred feet ahead,
as in level formation flying. The horizon together with the two leading
aircraft were represented symbolically on a CRT display. The sub-
ject' s aircraft was disturbed by atmospheric turbulence. Various
bandwidths of second-order dynamics were interposed between the true
aircraft altitude and the displayed altitude; no dynamics were inter-
posed in the attitude display. Experiments were run using two ex-
perienced pilots and two substantially different longitudinal dynamics
for the piloted aircraft.
The data indicate a relationship between the bandwidth of the
display dynamics and the short-period characteristics of the simulated
airplane. For an airplane with a relatively fast pitch response (short-
period natural frequency of 4. 8 radians /second and damping ratio of
0. 38) the presence of altitude display dynamics with a bandwidth as
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high as five timnes the short-period natural frequency caused signifi-
cant degradation of altitude tracking performance. However, for an
aircraft with slower pitch response (short-period frequency of 2.6
radians/second and damping ratio of 0.54) the presence of the dis-
play dynamics had no significant effect until the bandwidth was
approximately twice the short-period natural frequency.
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION
1. 1 Background
Both fixed-based and moving-base simulators are often used to
simulate flight by visual reference to objects outside of the cockpit
In many installations these visual displays are generated by a multi-
ple-degree-of-freedom TV camera which moves with respect to a
scale model. Although the rotational motions of the servos driving
the TV camera normally exhibit satisfactorily high dynamic response,
this is not necessarily true for the translational servos. In particular,
the servo drive for the z-axis (vertical axis for an airplane in level
flight) may exhibit appreciable dynamic lags in its response to trans-
lational motion commands.
Figure 1. 1 shows a simple conceptualization of the system. The
camera-drive system introduces both linear and nonlinear dynamic
effects into the display. The physical hardware can present non-
linearities such as thresholds, deadzones, limiting, and friction.
Generally, these effects are minimized by proper hardware design.
The effects of some of these nonlinearities were reported by Barnes
(Ref 1 ). He found that the primary effects were degradation of con-
trol accuracy and production of low frequency pilot-induced
oscillations or limit cycles.
The small-signal frequency response of the camera drive system
is another important characteristic. In this case, the servo-drive
input can be at least partially corrected by suitable pre-filtering of
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the servo-drive input signals'with a filter having the inverse frequency
response of the servo. The small-signal servo dynamics can be
reasonably approximated by a linear second order system with a damp-
ing ratio in the neighborhood of 0.7. The bandwidth of the servo-drive
system becomes an important design specification.
This report presents the results of a study of the effects of
vertical-axis translational-servo bandwidth on the tracking performance
of a pilot in a rudimentary fixed-base flight simulator.
Atmospheric
Turbulence
V i s u al1Pelot A ir c r a ft
Displaywith a visual display systemler
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Figure 1.1 Simple conceptualization of a flight simulator
with a visual display system
1. 2 Description of the Experiment
The principle question of interest is the following: how good must
the z-axis translational servo dynamics be in order to present to
the pilot a visual simulation which will be a useful representation of
the real motions of the counterpart aircraft? To answer this question
a rudimentary fixed-base flight simulator was devised. The pilot
flew airplane longitudinal equations-of-motion solely by reference
to a computer generated CRT visual display. A formation flying
task was utilized, since in this task the displayed altitude (inertial
z-axis position) was of primary concern to the pilot. He attempted
to maintain the piloted airplane at the same altitude as the lead air-
craft in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. The inside-out
display presented only pitch angle and altitude deviation away from
nominal.
Simulated display dynamics were interposed between the true
altitude deviation of the "airplane" and the displayed altitude devi-
ation. The natural frequency of the display dynamics was system-
atically varied over a range of frequencies. The index of perfor-
mance was the pilot's mean-square error in maintaining proper
altitude in the presence of the simulated turbulence. Two airplanes
with substantially different short-period longitudinal characteris-
tics.were simulated to determine some of the interactions between
the display dynamics and the airplane dynamics.
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1.3 Organization of the Report
For the reader who is primarily interested in the conclusions,
Section 5 contains the pertinent definitions and data, and Section 6
discusses the resulting conclusions. Some suggestions for further
research are also presented in Section 6. Section 4 is recommended
for the reader who is also interested in how the experiment was
organized and conducted. The preliminary experiment and data are
described in Section 3. Specific details of the simulation, display,
display dynamics, disturbance-input generation and data acquisition
are contained in Section 2, and Appendices A and B.
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2.0 SIMULATION AND EQUIPMENT
The simulation is shown in block diagram form in Figure 2.1.
The configuration is similar to the conventional arrangement for a
tracking or regulation task except for the additional dynamics pre-
sent in the altitude feedback path. These additional dynamics repre-
sent visual display-generation hardware which has both inertia and
damping in translational motion. The computer-generated CRT
visual display presented both pitch angle ,and altitude deviation to
the pilot. The tracking task was a simplified formation flying task.
The subject attempted to maintain an in-trail position at the same
altitude as the two lead aircraft, while flying through a turbulent
atmosphere.
CRT 8 h
DISPLAY PILOT AIRCRAFT
hd DIS PLAY
DYNA MICS
Figure 2.1 Simulation block diagram
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This chapter deals with the mechanics of the simulation. Section
2.1 discusses the visual display. Details of the experiment room
lay-out are contained in 2.2. The vehicle simulation is detailed in
Section 2.3. Section 2.4 contains details of the disturbance input
or vertical turbulence generation,and data acquisition is discussed in
section 2.5.
2.1 Visual Display
The pilot controlled the simulated aircraft solely by reference
to the visual display; there was no cockpit instrumentation. A 19"
x 14" (48 cmx 35 cm) rectangular CRT displayed a visual horizon
line and two aircraft symbols. Four different typical scenes are
shown in Figure 2.2. Displacement of the horizon from center
showed the piloted-aircraft pitch angle. The pitch angle was dis-
played as a true-scaled angle and had a + 130 maximum deviation.
The displacement of the triangular delta wing airplane symbols from
the horizon line indicated the altitude deviation away from nominal.
The nominal condition is shown in Figure 2.2. c and is simply
level flight at the same altitude as the two lead aircraft. The display
was an inside-out display; in other words, the scene moved in the
same manner as it would have if the pilot were looking out the front
window of the cockpit.
The display also included aspect changes for the two leading
aircraft. If the aircraft were below nominal altitude but flying level,
-6-
Airplane symbol Horizon line
CRT
(a) Level flight below (b) Pitch-up,
nominal altitude nose-high attitude
(c) Level flight at (d) Level flight above
nominal altitude nominal altitude
Figure 2. 2 Typical visual display scenes
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the two aircraft symbols would appear as blunt arrow heads pointing
downward toward the horizon line, similar to that shown in Figure
2.2. a. This aspect resembles that which a pilot would see in
flight if he were behind and under a delta wing airplane. A quick
pitch up is shown in Figure 2.2.b; the piloted airplane has not yet
started to climb to the nominal altitude. Finally, Figure 2. 2. d shows
the piloted-aircraft in level flight, but above the altitude of the two
lead aircraft. The size of the aircraft symbols remained constant,
which is consistent with the assumption that the piloted aircraft
always stayed 300 feet behind the two lead aircraft.
The altitude of the lead aircraft was not disturbed; however the
piloted aircraft was perturbed by a simulated vertical gust spectrum.
The effects of the vertical turbulence on the displayed scene were
manifested in changes in pitch angle and a vertical or heave motion.
The display was generated by the analog and logic sections of
the hybrid computer. The sweep and update rates of the display
were high enough to prevent flicker.
2;.2 Experiment Room
The subjects flew the simulation in a small room in the University
of Michigan Simulation Center. The windows were covered to reduce
peripheral disturbances. Figure 2. 3 shows a photograph of the
subject' s chair, side stick controller, and the CRT display. Pertinent
dimensions are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2. 3 Subject and disolay setuD
The control stick was mounted on the subject' s chair and was
operated with the right hand. The 6 1/2 inch (16. 5 cm) long stick
had a full angular deflection of + 40 degrees. The restoring spring
constant was 0. 34 ft-lb/radian. A damped second order approximation
of the control stick would have the following coefficients:
natural frequency = 78.5 radian/sec
damping ratio = 0. 02.
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Figure 2 4 Pertinent dimensions of experimental setup
The subject was seated so that his eyes were level with the center
of the CRT at a distance of 30 inches (76 cm) from the screen. This
corresponded to a simulated distance of 300 feet behind the lead aircraft.
The maximum altitude deviation displayed on the CRT then corresponded
to 120 feet of vertical travel.
2. 3 Computer Simulation of the Aircraft
Appendix A gives the linearized longitudinal equations-of-motion
that were mechanized on the Simulation Center' s Applied Dynamics
AD 2-64-PB Hybrid Computer. This computer also controlled both
the run timing and the CDC 160A digital computer, which was used
for on-line digital recording of the runs.
In this section the general simulation and equipment is
discussed. The following subsection deals with the display dynamics.
2.3.1 Display Dynamics
The variables displayed to the pilot were the pitch angle and
the altitude deviation , As mentioned previously, the displayed
altitude deviation, hd, was in general not the same as the computed
aircraft altitude deviation, h. The display dynamics,shown in
Figure 2.5, were modeled as a second order underdamped system.
The damping ratio, [d' was held constant at d = 0. 707. The natural
frequency of the display dynamics, wnd was the primary experi-
n d
mental parameter.
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S 2+ 2 (0.707) s + /
Figure 2. 5 Display dynamics approximation
2.3.2 Aircraft Simulation
To determine some of the interactions between the aircraft
dynamics and the display dynamics when a human operator is present
in the loop, two airplanes with substantially different short period
dynamics were simulated. The airplane longitudinal dynamic char-
acteristics are tabulated in Table 2.1.
Aircraft Short period Phugoid
CO~
S_ CP P P
S4.8 r/s 0.38 0.07 r/s 0.09
2 2.6 r/s 0.54 0. i r/s 0.06o
Table 2.1 Airplane longitudinal dynamic characteristics
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The aircrafc equations of motion in state-space form, are given
in Appendix A. Although the phugoid characteristics of the two aircraft
are somewhat different, the phugoid dynamics have relatively little effect
on the control task. On the other hand the short period characteristics
differ considerably with the result that aircraft #1 has a much quicker
response to rapid changes in control input than does aircraft #2.
In terms of longitudinal handling qualities, aircraft #1 would
rate a poor pilot opinion, whereas aircraft #2 would rate a satis-
factory pilot opinion as shown in Figure 2. 6 (Ref. 2). Subject
comment throughout the experiment favored aircraft #1 however.
The inversion of handling qualicy pilot opinion between inflight data
and the subject comment probably can be explained by
6.0 Initial response fast,
oversensitive, light
Initial response fast, stick forces
5.0 tendency to
oscillation and
to overshoot Poor
3 loads |Acceptable
4.0 -
Sluggish, large
Stick motion
an d forme ...- - 2
S2.0 - Slow initially,
S then oscillatory,
tendency to overcontol Very slow response,
M large control motion
1.0 Unacceptable to maneuver,
difficult to trim
0 I I I I
0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
Damping ratio, r
Figure 2. 6 Longitudinal short-period pilot opinion contours
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the fact that this was a fixed base simulation. Hence,the subjects
had neither vestibular nor kinesthetic cues and for this reason did
not experience the normal load factors which would be generated
by abrupt pitch-up or pitch-down motions.
For airplane #1, the normal accelerations would have presented
an inhibiting influence on the subjects control inputs. In flight, the
rapid response of this airplane would have produced a fairly un-
comfortable ride had it been flown in the same way in which it was
flown in the fixed-base simulation. Airplane #2 had a lower natural
frequency and higher damping in the short period mode and the high
normal accelerations characteristic of airplane #1 would not have been
generated in flight. Hence, the lack of motion did not alter the subjects
control philosophy from the in-flight philosophy as much as it did in
the case of Airplane #1. In this tracking task the subject' s error
score was decreased if he corrected the effects of the turbulence as
rapidly as possible. After each run the subject was informed of his
error score for that run. Since the subject did not have to be
concerned with load factors, he would concentrate on the airplane' s
flight path only. In the case of airplane #1, he could, in fact, elicit
very rapid responses. Consequently, the subjects favored the response
of airplane #1 over that of airplane #2. Even when display dynamics
were present in the altitude feedback loop, the subjects still favored
airplane #1 over airplane #2.
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The elevator coefficients for the two airplanes were adjusted so
that the control-stick gains in the region of closed loop system cross-
over frequency were approximately equal. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show
the longitudinal frequency response for pitch angle, 8, and true
altitude, h, with elevator input, 6 e; Y 6 and Yh e respectively.
As can be seen, the gains in the region between the phugoid peak and
the short-period knee are very nearly equal.
In the simulation, the only elevator input was Cm6 6 e. All
e
other elevator position and rate coefficients were neglected because
of their small effects.
2. 4 Disturbance Input
The pilot/subject in this simulation attempted to keep the
piloted aircraft at the nominal altitude, behind the two lead aircraft,
in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. The pilot did not track
the turbulence, but instead attempted to suppress the effects of it;
hence the task was not that of tracking, but rather, that of regulating.
This turbulence was generated by suitable analog filtering of pseud-
random binary noise.
-15-
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Figure 2. 7 Phase-Magnitude plot for elevator to altitude
transfer function
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Turbulence is an atmospheric phenomenon which can be represented
at a point by three mutually orthogonal velocity components, all of
which are functions of time. However, turbulence is a random process
which cannot be described as an explicit function of time, and as such,
a statistical-probabilistic approach is easiest to work with. We can
assume that turbulence can be respresented by a Guassian or normally-
distributed random process. Another assumption almost universally
made is that the process is stationary and ergodic. At high altitudes
we can also assume that turbulence is isotropic or independent of the
coordinate system which is used to describe it. Finally, we assume
that the aircraft speeds are large compared to the turbulence velocities
and their rates of change. This amounts to neglecting the time depend-
ence and treating turbulence as a pattern frozen in space. This
assumption is known as "Taylor' s hypothesis. "
In this simulation of longitudinal dynamics we need not be
concerned with lateral turbulence, but only with longitudinal and
vertical turbulence velocities. A further simplification can be made.
The open loop response of the airplane to longitudinal gusts or
turbulence is primarily in the low frequency region up to and including
the phugoid frequency region. When the human operator closes the
loop around the airplane, he generally controls low frequency disturbances
with the elevator, acting as a gain on the pitch-angle error. Hence,the
effects of longitudinal turbulence are negligible for this simulation;
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consequently, this component of turbulence has been disregarded.
The rema.ining disturbances are due only to the vertical-gust spec-
trum. The main effects are a vertical heave and a pitching motion.
The principal contribution to the heave motion is due to the change in
angle-of-attack of the wing; hence,the aircraft experiences a
change in the vertical force or lift. Similarly, the change in angle-
of-attack of the aircraft causes a change in the pitching moment due
primarily to the horizontal stabilizer. The smaller wing contribution
to the pitching moment is dependent on the center-of-gravity location.
As stated previously, vertical turbulence can be visualized as
a field of various vertical wind velocities frozen in space. In the
frequency domain this random process can be described by a spectral
power distribution. Two widely accepted models of turbulence spectra
are the von Karman spectrum and the Dryden spectrum
(Ref 3 ), both shown in Figure 2.9. The Dreyden spectrum can be
implemented with reasonable accuracy by suitable analog filtering of
a white noise source. The approximation to the Dreyden spectrum
utilized in this simulation is shown in Figure 2.10. The break
frequencies chosen were 1 rad/sec and 10 rad/sec. This corresponds
to a characteristic gust wavelength, L, of 1160 ft with a flight velocity
of 862 ft/sec.
The small circles on Figure 2.10 represent the average power
spectral density of five distinct two minute runs. These spectrum
-19-
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Dryden Spectrum
0 von Karman Spectrum 
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41
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Figure 2. 9 The Dryden and von Karman spectral models
Approximation to
Dryden spectrum: 
-
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Figure 2.10 Approximation to Dryden spectrum with
experimentally obtained sample spectrum
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were calculated using the equipment and processes described in the
following section (2. 5).
The distrubance input to the airplane was the angle-of-attack
variation,
W (t)
Wg Vertical gust velocity
At) V Aircraft nominal velocity
and the rate of change of Aa,
d ldAt) =- da (t) - w (t)
dt V dt g
due to the vertical turbulence. The vertical gust velocity used in the
simulation was generally in the neighborhood of 5 ft/sec (1. 5 meter/sec)
R.M.S.
Due to the idiosyncratic nature of pseudo random binary noise generation
,the optimal relationship between the noise generator clock frequency and
the two break frequencies of the following analog filters was not well
defined. Results of tests of the amplitude distributions at several
different clock frequencies are given and discussed in Appendix B.
2. 5 Data Acquisition
Two fundamentally different types of data were recorded. The
mean-square altitude deviation and the mean-square vertical gust
velocity were integrated for each experimental run. These two
integral mean-square numbers were recorded at the end of each
run and were used to define a relative performance index(which
is discussed in the following chapters).
The second type of data acquired consisted of on-line digital
-22-
recordings of several of the input and state variables. A Control
Data CDC 160A/CDC 8000 digital computer sampled the various
input lines at a rate of 40 samples per second, digitized and recorded
the corresponding numbers on seven track magnetic tape. For the
first subject, eight inputs and state variables were sampled and
recorded. However, since several of these variables are analytically
related, four redundant variables were eliminated from the record-
ings of the second subject. The four basic variables recorded in
both cases were:
angle-of-attack noise input
elevator input
displayed altitude deviation
pitch angle.
Statistical and frequency analysis of this data was performed at The
University of Michigan Computing Center on an IBM-360-67M, and
is described in the following chapters.
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3. 0 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
A preliminary experiment was performed to obtain a general
idea of the effects of display dynamics on altitude tracking
performance. A wide range of display-dynamics natural frequencies
was examined for a limited number of replicates. This chapter
describes this preliminary experiment and the resulting data.
A series of forty experimental runs was made with display-
dynamics natural frequencies ranging from 3 radians/second to
30 radians/second. Somewhat uniformly interspersed among the
forty runs were fifteen runs without display dynamics. These runs
were utilized to establish a control condition. At the beginning of
each run the subject was generally unaware of the presence or
absence of display dynamics.
The airplane simulated was airplane #1, the aircraft with the
higher natural frequency and lower damping ratio in the short-
period mode. The disturbance input was pseudo-random binary
noise filtered by a single-stage low-pass filter with a first order
roll-off frequency of 1/2 radian/second. The amplitude of the
disturbance input resembled mild turbulence. This input spectrum
differs from the vertical gust spectrum used in the later, more
extensive, experiment. The subject (author Weener) in this
preliminary experiment was an experienced general aviation pilot.
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Approximately three runs of two-minute duration were made at
each of the eight different display-dynamics natural frequencies. For
each run, the mean-square altitude deviation and mean-square
disturbance input were measured and used to define a relative Mean-
Square Tracking Error, MSTE:
MST MS altitude deviationMS TE =
MS disturbance input
For each display dynamics configuration these MSTE scores were
averaged and then normalized by the average MSTE scores for the
no-dynamics control runs. This normalized mean-square score is
the ratio of the average MSTE score for a particular display dynamics
configuration to the score without display dynamics and will be
designated henceforth in this report as the Performance Ratio, PR.
PR average MSTE with dynamics
average MSTE without dynamics
The PR represents the fractional increase in the mean-square tracking
error due to the presence of the display dynamics.
Figure 3.1 shows the resulting PR vs display-dynamics natural
frequency for the preliminary data. For frequencies below 15 radians/
second the performance ratio, PR, increases almost exponentially
as the display-dynamics natural frequency decreases. For display
natural frequencies above 15 radians/second the effect of the display
dynamics was negligible.
In many of the runs with display dynamics the subject could not
-25.
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reliably identify the presence of display dynamics, and yet his error
score or PR was significantly greater than 1. Only for the lowest
values of display-dynamics natural frequencies could he identify
the dynamics with any degree of confidence. This was primarily
due to the tendency of the subject to oscillate about the nominal
altitude in a limit cycle when the display natural frequency was low.
This low-frequency limit cycle is similar to that due to visual display
thresholds reported by Barnes (Ref 1 ).
In summary, the preliminary data was obtained for only one
airplane controlled by a non-naive subject. However, the results
based on a limited number of replicates were essentially sub-
stantiated in the subsequent, more extensive experimental effort.
-27-
4. 0 THE EXPERIMENT
In any research involving a human operator in the loop the
experiment must be designed carefully, since the human operator
is capable of learning, adaptation, and optimization; or in control
terminology, he possesses non-stationary behavior. Consequently,
the various experimental variables must be arranged so that
extraneous effects and interactions can be reduced as much as
possible. The following section (4.1) deals with the matrix of
experimental conditions and the sequential arrangement of these
conditions to achieve as much of a properly balanced experiment
as possible. Section 4.2 describes the subjects' background and
briefing. The experimental procedure is described in section 4. 3.
4.1 Design of the Experiment
The results of the preliminary experiment indicated that the
display-dynamics frequency range of interest was below 25 radians/
second. Above 25 radians/second the degradation of tracking due
to display dynamics was negligible. The physical display-generation
hardware on which this simulation study is based has a lower limit
of dynamic response comparable to a second order system with a
natural frequency of 3 radians/second and a damping ratio of 0.707.
Consequently, tracking performance with display dynamics in the
range of 3 radians/second to 24 radians/second was examined and
compared to control runs with no display dynamics. Five different
-28-
display natural frequencies together with the control condition of
no dynamics constitute the six display-dynamics configurations.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, two different airplanes were
simulated to determine the interaction of the aircraft short-period
dynamics with the display dynamics. The matrix of 12 different
experimental conditions is shown in Figure 4.1. These 12 conditions
were arranged in an order which was designed to reduce the effects
of the sequence of display dynamics and aircraft, and
the interaction between aircraft, fatigue, learning, and
display dynamics. The order of experimental conditions for each
subject is listed in Table 4.1. Each of these twelve conditions
comprised fifteen replicates. The data were taken during six
separate sessions with two experimental conditions per session.
4. 2 Subject Background and Briefing
The two subjects utilized in the major study were both
experienced pilots. Subject #1 had both fixed-wing and rotary-
wing experience; subject #2 had only fixed-wing
experience. A summary of their flight experience is given in
Table 4. 2.
Both subjects were briefed informrnally on the general aims
of the experiment. They were told that there were two airplanes,
and that there might be inaccuracies in the simulated visual display.
All questions were answered as completely as possible except
-29-
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Airplane 1
Airplane 2
3.0 5.0 8.5 14.0 24.0 CoO
Display dynamics natural frequency, o , rad/ sec
nd
Figure 4.1 Matrix of experimental conditions
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subject 1 subject 2
condition condition
day 1st 2 nd aircraft Ist 2nd aircraft
1 00 8.5 1 0o 8.5 2
2 5.0 24.0 2 5.0 24.0 1
3 14.0 3.0 1 14.0 3.0 2
4 3.0 14.0 2 3.0 14.0 1
5 24.0 5.0 1 24.0 5.0 2
6 8.5 00 2 8.5 o00 1
Table 4.1 Order of experimental conditions for each subject
-31-
Subject 1
Military experience
250 hr fixed-wing light aircraft
200 hr fixed-wing transport aircraft
1500 hr rotary-wing aircraft
Subject 2
Civilian experience--scheduled airline
800 hr fixed-wing light aircraft
4000 hr fixed-wing transport aircraft
Table 4. 2 Summary of subjects' flight experience
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those relating to the display dynamics. They were asked to fly the
simulated airplane in a manner as similar to a real airplane as
possible. Following the briefing, each subject was allowed six
practice runs in each of the two airplanes, but without display
dynamics. The separate orientation session was held prior to any
data-taking sessions. Each of the six subsequent sessions comprised
two different experimental conditions, both with the same airplane.
For each experimental condition, prior to recording any data, the
subject was allowed several 2 minute runs with and without turbulence
input to familiarize himself with the particular airplane-display
configuration. These warmup runs generally allowed the subject to
adapt to the experimental condition before any data were recorded.
4. 3 Experimental Procedure
The following material deals with operational details of the
sessions during which data were recorded.
Prior to each experimental session, fairly extensive static
checks and calibrations were performed and recorded. In addition,
a dynamic calibration was performed before and after each different
experimental condition by recording the zero-input response of the
airplane to specific initial conditions. The time histories of several
pertinent variables were compared visually to a previously recorded
standard. These dynamic calibrations, along with the initial
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conditions, were also recorded digitally, to help detect any errors
in the on-line digital recording equipment.
As stated previously, each session consisted of two experimental
conditions. Generally, several days intervened between sessions.
Each session lasted approximately two and one half hours,during
which thirty separate data runs were made; fifteen at each experimental
condition. The subjects were given a break of approximately twenty
minutes between the two experimental conditions. They were also
given a short break about midway through each block of fifteen runs.
The turnaround time between each two-minute run was approximately
one minute, during which time the subject was given his relative
mean-square tracking error for the previous run.
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5. 0 DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS
The data resulting from this experiment consisted of two
relative mean-square measurements and a digital time history
recording for each of the more than 360 runs.
5.1 Mean-Square Tracking Error and Performance Ratio
The relative mean-square altitude deviation and the relative
mean-square disturbance input were utilized to determine a
performance measure for each run, the Mean Square Tracking
Error (MSTE) defined previously in Section 3.0:
MSTE nmean-square altitude deviationMS TE =
mean-square disturbance input
Normalization of the mean-square altitude deviation by the noise
input reduces the effects of the run-to-run statistical variation of
the disturbance input. For each experimental condition of each
subject a mean and standard deviation of the 15 MSTE values were
calculated.
The data are divided into four groups as follows:
Airplane #1, subject #1
Airplane #2, subject #1
Airplane #1, subject #2
Airplane #2, subject #2
For each of these four conditions, 5 Performance Ratios (PR) were
defined as follows:
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PR = ayerage MS'E with dynamics
average MSTE without dynamics
This PR is essentially the fractional increase in average MSTE
due to the presence of the display dynamics with a particular
natural frequency. For example, if the presence of display dynamics
did not increase the MSTE for that condition, the PR would be equal
to unity. Conversely, if the display dynamics caused twice the mean
square altitude deviation, the PR would be equal to 2. These data
for each of the four groups are shown in Figure 5.1. The experimental
variable on the abscissa is the display dynamics natural frequency,
end The bars above and below each point represent the 95%
confidence level of the mean of the 15 constituent PR' s, assuming
that the parent population has a normal distribution (Ref 4 ,
pp 243, 244).
Figure 5.1.a shows the results for subject #1 flying airplane
#1. For this airplane, on the basis of T tests (Ref 4 , p 240), all
the differences between the means with display dynamics and the
mean without display dynamics are statistically significant at the
P < 0.001 level except for w = 8.5 radian/second,which is still
nd
significant at the P < 0. 01 level. Similarly, for subject #2 flying
the same airplane ( Figure 5.l.b ),all the differences between
dynamics and no dynamics are significant at the P < 0. 001 level.
Figure 5.1, c and d show the mean PR'sfor both subjects
controlling aircraft #2. For subject #1, Figure 5.1. c, only the
condition for display dynamics at 3 radian/second has differences
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statistically significant at the P<0. 001 level. Performance differences
for the remaining four display dynamics configurations are not
statistically significant. For the second subject, same airplane, the
first three left hand points, 3.0, 5.0 and 8.5 radian/second, have
differences significant at the P < 0. 001 level. The remaining points
are not statistically different from the no dynamics condition.
These data seem to indicate a relationship between the display
dynamics natural frequency, the shortperiod natural frequency, and
the short period damping ratio of the simulated airplane. This
relationship will be discussed further in the following chapter.
5.2 Anomalous Point
The second subject, when controlling airplane #1 with
3 radians/second dynamics, exhibited a
level of performance which appeared to be inconsistent with his trends
for the other display dynamics and quite different from the
performance and trends of the first subject. The PR for the
seemingly anomalous point is approximately one fourth the value
produced by the other subject. It is also significantly lower than
this subject's PR for the adjacent point at 5 radian/second.
This point is repeatable. Essentially the same scores were obtained
at a session held subsequent to the normal data gathering sessions.
The frequency domain characteristics also show an abrupt change
for this condition when compared to other display dynamics for the
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same pilot and airplane. Assuming that pitch control is an inner loop,
the closed loop transfer function magnitude can be obtained from the
1
relationship 2
Yc (jo0) = hhnn(chh()IYCL 45 (W
where @hh and • are the power spectral density functions for the
nnn
where,( hh and 45nn are the power spectral density functions for the
altitude output and noise input, respectively. Utilizing the time series
digital data and a digital frequency analysis program, MIDAS SPECTRAL
(Ref 5 ), power spectral den.sities for
disturbance input and altitude output were generated and used to
determine the magnitudes of the closed loop transfer function shown
in Figure 5.2. For cw = 3 radian/second, the low frequency gain isnd
much greater than for either of the other two values of w
nd
The subjects generally commented that the configurations with
low display dynamics frequencies were the most difficult to control
satisfactorily. However, for this configuration (w = 3 radians/
nd
second, subject #2, airplane #1) the subject said he felt fairly
comfortable flying it and that it was not very difficult to control.
Based on the many differences in the way the second subject
controlled this particular configuration, it appears that he adopted
an entirely different control philosophy than he exhibited for the
other experimental conditions. Because of this apparently different
philosophy, the data for this particular condition and subject is not
felt to be representative of the performance of a larger population.
Consequently, the conclusions drawn from this data will exclude this
anomaly.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The PR' s shown in Figure 5.1 of the previous section constitute
the major data obtained. These data indicate a relationship between
the display dynamics and the short period characteristics of the
simulated airplane.
For airplane #1, the airplane with the lower damping ratio, the
PR' s are substantially higher than for airplane #2. These greater
tracking errors are also accompanied by larger intervals for the
95% confidence levels of the means as well as larger standard
deviations of the constitutent data. As stated previously, for
airplane #1 all the differences between dynamics and no dynamics
were statistically significant to the P < 0. 001 level except one,
which was still significant to the P < 0.01 level. However, for
the more heavily damped airplane, only 4 out of the 10 points were
statistically different from the no dynamics baseline. These 4 points
were those with the lower display dynamics natural frequencies.
It is informative to examine the various PR values plotted
against the ratio of the display dynamics natural frequency to the
short-period natural frequency of the simulated aircraft. These
data are shown in Figure 6.1. The blocked points represent airplane
#1, while the open points represent airplane #2. In general, the data
for a particular airplane flown by both subjects seem to group rather
well. The means for airplane #i are generally higher than the means
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for airplane #2. However, the same type of curve appears to represent
the mean data of either set fairly well.
To be more concise, the two conclusions which these data seem
to support are these:
1) For this type of altitude tracking task in a fixed base simulator,
when the simulated airplane is lightly damped the presence of display
dynamics with natural frequencies as high as 5 times the short-period
natural frequency causes significant degradation of altitude tracking
performance .
2) When the simulated airplane is more heavily damped, the
presence of display dynamics is not significant until the ratio of the
display dynamics natural frequency to short-period natural frequency
is approximately 2 or less.
In summary, whether dynamical display lags will cause degradation
of altitude tracking performance depends on both the short period
damping ratio and the ratio of the display dynamics natural frequency
to the short-period natural frequency of the simulated airplane. The
lower the short-period damping ratio, the more the display dynamics
will degrade the tracking performance.
6. 2 Recommendations for Further Research
The altitude tracking task described in this report is one in which
the vertical axis display dynamics are most critical. None the less,
it is only one of a large family of tasks and maneuvers for which
display dynamic lags may effect the data subsequently obtained in a
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flight simulator. A tracking task borders on abstraction since very few
situations in real aircraft or flight simulators present this constant
type of control requirements. The effects of display dynamics on
transient maneuvering motions such as a sudden pitch-up or pitch-
down might be even more pronounced than in a tracking task. Further
generalizations about the effects of display dynamics can come only
from additional experimentation with other types of tracking tasks
and,perhaps more importantly, transient maneuvers.
A strong relationship between the tracking errors and the short-
period damping ratio is apparent in the data. Additional work is
needed to adequately describe and understand this relationship.
Past research concerning turbulence and flying qualities (Ref 6 )
has shown that turbulence has a strong effect on the over-all closed
loop pilot-airplane system performance. Turbulence levels will also
affect the display-pilot-simulated-airplane system since the display
and its associated dynamics becomes an integral part of the closed-
loop system in a flight simulation. It is quite possible that the
additional filtering by the display dynamics might result in somewhat
different turbulence effects than have been reported for in-flight data.
The results reported herein were generated in a fixed-base
simulation. Extrapolation of these data to motion-base simulators
must be done cautiously since the dynamical lags present in the
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display generation equipment may be substantially different from
the lags present in the motion generation mechanisms. Consequently,
the pilot may be faced with conflicting or spurious cues, including
visual, vestibular, and kinesthetic. Also,the reversal of pilot
handling quality opinions between the subjects in this experiment
and established in-flight data suggests that the lack of motion cues
may have altered their control philosophies. Motion cues cause
the phase lead generated by the pilot to be extended to higher
frequencies. Since the major degrading influence of the display
dynamics appears to be the associated phase lag, the increased
human operator phase lead due to motion might well produce better
performance, especially with aircraft exhibiting high short-period
natural frequencies.
Finally, both the preliminary data and pilot comments indicate
that display dynamics can affect pilot performance without the
subject being aware of their presence. In many cases, the subjects
could not confidently attest to the presence or absence of the
display dynamics. Consequently, knowledge of the limits of the
pilot' s perception of display dynamics might be very useful, since
the display dynamics can have a rather insidious influence on the
pilot' s performance.
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APPENDIX A
AIRPLANE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The aircraft linearized longitudinal equations of motion can. be written
in the combined wind-axis, body-axis coordinate system as follows (Ref. A 1):
1.
-v= K v+ K a - Y+ K Aa
g vv va v a
a zace + (I + Kzq ) q + Kza a
q K v + K a +'K. a + K qqv qa qa qq
+ K 6e + K Aa + K . Aa
q 6 e qa qa
y =q-a
where: ( d(
dt
v = perturbation of total aircraft velocity
a = perturbation of angle-of-attack
q = pitch rate (nominal pitch rate = 0)
y = flight path angle (nominal flight path angle = 0)
and 6e, Aa, and A'?a are forcing functions. These four differential equations
can be put into first-order form by appropriate substitution of the a equation
into the right hand side of the q and y equations. The resulting set of
first-order linear differential equations written in vector-matrix form
is as follows:
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-v gK K 0 -1g vv va -1 -v
g
a 0 Ka 1+K 0 g
za zq 0 a
gK K + K K. (1+ K )K4+ K 0 qqv qa za qa zq qa qq
0 
-K 
-Kzq 0 yza q
0 Kva 0 6e
0 Kza 0 Aa+ a
K K +K K. K .'aq5e qa za qa qa
0 -Kza 0
These equations have been simplified by neglecting the following small valued
stability derivatives: (Ref A 2)
C ,C , C
X. x xe
a q S
C ,C ,C
z. z ze
a u 6e
The expressions for the subscripted coefficients, in terms of NACA
stability derivatives,are as follows:
K = - C K =V2S Cvv 2mg xu va 2mg x
K = VS C K = S Cza 2m z z 4m zq 2q q
K PS C K p Vz Sc Cqv 21 m u q 21 Cmyy u yy a
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2 2
K = pVSc C , K = pVS c Cq& 41 m. qq 41 myy a yy q
2
K PV Sc C
q6e 21yy m6e
By denoting the state vector as
1
v xg 1
L YJ XL x~
a x
qx
Y3
and the control vector as
6e U
II 1
a = 2 = U
'a u3
this set of equations can be written in the state-space form
X =AX+BU
Y = CX
where
Y Yl 0
y= =Y2 "
The numerical values for the A, B, and C matrices are listed in Table Al.
The vertical velocity of the aircraft can be found by h = V sin y Vy
for small flight path angles. Hence the altitude, h, was determined by
h= V f ydt+h h
where h is the initial, nominal altitude
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Table Al
Airplane No. 1
m
-0.0134 
-0.490 0 
-1.0
A 0 -2.17 +0.987 0A1=
+0.062 
-24. 5 -1.93 0
0 +1.88 +0. 013 0
Lu
0 
-0.490 0
0 
-2.17 0
B 1 -48.0 
-23.0 
-0.363
0 +2.17 0
0 1 0 1
C 1 0 0 0 1
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Airplane No. 2
m
-0.0134 -0.490 0 -1
A2  0 -1.88 +0. 987 0A 2
0.062 -5.868 -1.72 0
0 41.88 +0.013 0
0 -0.490 0
0 -1.88 0
B 2
-18.6 -5.87 -0. 363
0 +1.88 0
-0 1 0 1
C 2 0 0 0 1
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APPENDIX B
ANALOG-DIGITAL PSEUDO-RANDOM NOISE GENERATION UTILIZING
ANALOG FILTERS WITH TWO SEPARATE BREAK FREOUENCIES
The simulated turbulence employed as the disturbance input to
the airplane in these experiments was obtained from an analog-digital
pseudo-random noise generator. This system consisted of a binary-
sequence generator followed by two low-pass filters with break
frequencies of 1 radian/second and 10 radians/second respectively.
The sequence generator is a clock-driven shift register with the
modulo-two sum of the last stage and one other stage fed back to the
first stage.
In theory, if the clock frequency, f , is greater than three times
c
the filter break frequency, fb, the output of a binary-sequence generator
followed by one or more analog low-pass filters with the same break
frequency will be a flat spectrum out to the bandwidth of the analog
filters. In practice, however, this is not always the case. Gilson
(Ref Bl) found that the generator output did not have a gaussian amplitude
distribution unless the ratio of clock frequency to filter break frequency,
f c/b, was approximately twenty. Figure B 1 shows some of the results
of Gilson' s investigations of amplitude distributions for various fc /fb.
When this ratio is too small,the distribution tends to look like two delta
functions near the amplitudes of the two input binary logic levels. On
the other hand, if this ratio is significantly higher than twenty,the dis-
tiribution becomes skewed because ,of the tendency of the binary sequence
generator to produce long sequences of predominantly zeroes more
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Figure B1 Arnalitude distributions for an 11-stage -shift register
followed by an analog filter with a single break frenuency
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often than similar long sequences of predominantly ones. A low-pass
filter with a suitably long time constant responds more to the strings
of zeroes than the strings of ones.
As stated in the first paragraph, the frequency spectrum of the
turbulence input employed in this experiment was generated by passing
the binary sequence generator output through two first-order low-pass filters
with break frequencies of 1 radian/second and 10 radians/second. The
available literature considered only the case where the analog filter had
a single break frequency. There was no information available which
related the amplitude distribution and the clock frequency when there
were two break frequencies. This appendix describes the results of an
experimental investigation of the relationships between distributions,
frequency spectra, and clock frequency for case where the analog filters
have two different break frequencies.
The experiment consisted examining the amplitude distributions
for several different ratios of clock frequency to first filter break
frequency when the analog filter consisted of
Y 10
(s + 1) (s + 10)
Also, for the most nearly gaussian distribution, the frequency spectrum
was computed to determine how closely the output resembled bandwidth
limited white noise.
Figure B2 shows the amplitude distributions for clock frequency
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Figure B2 Amplitude distributions for an 11-stage shift register
followed by two analog filters with break freeuencies
a decade apart
f
to first break frequencyratios of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100. Each
(b --
distribution represents 14700 discrete data points, or approximately
6 minutes of time history sampled at the rate of 40 samples/second.
These results are very similar to those reported by Gilson. Apparently
for this particular filter, Gilson' s results are applicable if we define
the frequency ratio in terms of the lower break frequency, f /f
cb
1
The distribution for f c/f bl= 20 is reasonably gaussian. However,
as this ratio increases, the distributions become increasingly skewed.
For the experiment described in this report, the ratio f /f = 20
c b
was used for the turbulence spectrum generation. Figure 2.10 shows
the power spectral density for this ratio. The data shows good agree-
ment with the desired Dryden spectrum, with sufficient power at the
high frequencies.
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